
Some history of the (t,3He) reaction and why do we care about it.

Interest in charge exchange reactions started with (p,n) , first used to get masses for 
determining beta decay ft values then moved on with discovery of its use in finding analog 
states at Livermore and then to doing detailed spectroscopy for Gamow-Teller rates. Issue 
always was resolution with neutron detection. 

3He beams came on the scene early 1970s so that one could do (3He,t ) reactions and identify 
exact states populated especially with tandems but when you tried to use the DWBA reaction 
theory to describe the shape of the angular distributions the calculations and data were out of 
phase and so rules came about that if you were off by 6 degrees it was a J=6 state etc but totally 
unsatisfying. Also, magnitude was way off. 



3He energy was 23 MeV





The Indiana Cyclotron with its ~100 MeV good resolution proton beam 
became a center of (p,n) reactions. Program was to do proton elastic 
and inelastic scattering and (p,n) and  then combine it with electron 
scattering at MIT-Bates to have a complete data set for the nuclei 
understudy.

At the same time theory was being developed and here, I will get in 
trouble, because it seemed to me that the leaders were derived from 
Hugh McManus at Michigan State and Ray Satchler of Oak Ridge. 
Nucleon-nucleon interactions and structure were developed so that one 
began to have a microscopic description of the (p,n) cross sections. Some 
popular interactions were Love-Franey and Petrovich-Love. Gary Love was 
a student of Ray and Fred Petrovich was a student of Hugh. One of the 
leaders of the experimental program who moved from Oak Ridge to 
Indiana was Charles Goodman who won the Bonner prize for his work. 

Of course there were many other interactions being developed along with 
the shell model led by Hobson Wildenthal also at Michigan State. His work 
focused on the s-d shell .



So let’s assume that the (p,n) reaction at energies of about 100 MeV are well understood and 
that information needed of astrophysical interest can be obtained or has been obtained. 
However, work at say 25 MeV where data was taken and theoretical work went on for many 
years with Petrovich, Frank Dietrich of Livermore and Love amongst many others is still not 
successful primarily because of not have stable nucleon-nucleon interaction.

What about (3He,t)? It seems that if you go high enough in energy 
~100 MeV/amu you can get reasonable reproductions of the 
angular distributions and magnitudes of strong states if you have 
excellent structure theory to go along with an n-n interaction.



But what about (n,p) reactions? 
How about (d,2He) work done at KVI or heavy ion transfer 

reactions?

Because Fred Petrovich had his office down the hall from me and Gary Love 
was a postdoc at FSU the same time as me and would visit from time to 
time this subject came up many times.

The main issue was getting an intense, high resolution neutron beam 
at 100 MeV where you could use the same theory apparatus that had 
been developed for (p,n). A proposal was put together to produce 
such a machine but it never went anywhere

So what about heavy ion reactions? We measured (7Li,7Be) and with 
Fred’s help did a reasonable job of describing it, but today we know 
that was a fluke, because multistep dominates this reaction through 
beam and ejectile excitation as well as transfer routes. Maybe at 100 
MeV/amu you might do better but I still would be worried today even 
after all the progress we have made in understanding heavy ion 
reactions.



While we were struggling with (3He,t) reactions at 9 MeV per 
nucleon at many tandem labs, Los Alamos was developing a 24 
MeV (8 MeV per nucleon) triton beam to determine some masses 
in the late 1960 and 1970s. 
For example, A Study of 64Cu, 66Cu, 68Cu and 70Cu by (t, 3He) 
Reactions Phys.Lett. 67B, 275 (1977) 
J.D.Sherman, E.R.Flynn, O.Hansen, N.Stein, J.W.Sunier

In this work the triton beam energy was 24 MeV they found the 
masses of 68,70Cu and found energy levels in 64,66Cu.  The point was 
that they didn’t have to worry about DWBA since these were 
spectroscopy measurements.

https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nsr/fastsrch_act2.jsp?aname=J.D.Sherman
https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nsr/fastsrch_act2.jsp?aname=E.R.Flynn
https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nsr/fastsrch_act2.jsp?aname=O.Hansen
https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nsr/fastsrch_act2.jsp?aname=N.Stein
https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nsr/fastsrch_act2.jsp?aname=J.W.Sunier


You see selective population of states with some strong.



According to latest NNDC compilation of levels in 50Sc, done April 
2019,  once you get above the 2614 MeV level Jpis are in brackets or 
unknown. 



So if you are interested in understanding the structure of odd-odd 
nuclei around in the upper fp shells then (t,3He) coupled to a 
gamma ray system will be an excellent system moving forward. 
However, a word of warning, the cross sections are small.
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